When you have a tracker with a URL field, and the field display is set to "Show as link", and you enter something like "www.example.com" it is fine and converts to a link. But if you enter simply "example.com" it does not convert to a link and is treated like an internal link instead.

If you enter something.example.com it also does not convert to a link. It should. Not sure if problem existed in Tiki 12. Please double check when fixing.
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Works fine for me (on my local), can you give an example please?

Jonny Bradley 14 Mar 16 18:03 GMT-0000
Sorry, i re-read that and had misunderstood initially - when you said it doesn't get turned into a link you meant it doesn't get turned into an external link, this i do see - but i'm not sure it should be fixed, in fact if the URL doesn't start with a protocol then it should always be a relative link, no?

What if you have pages called something.xyz? Or maybe URL fields should always be external?

One to discuss perhaps...
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